
TECHNO INDIA GROUP PUBLIC SCHOOL, KONNAGAR 
 

SUMMER VACATION HOLIDAY HOMEWORK  CLASS : VII  SESSION : 2017-2018   

• Follow the instruction properly and do it accordingly.  

• Do the homework in the correct place as instructed. [ copy, worksheet, project file etc.] 

• Handwriting should be legible and work should be neat and tidy. 

• You must do the homework by yourself and finish the work in time. 

• Homework needs to be submitted on the reopening day. 

• Practice handwriting and tables as much as you can in your home copy. 

• Do reading practice and learn spellings for all subjects. 

Do drawing practice and read newspaper and learn to find word meanings from dictionary. 

ENGLISH-  

• Worksheet-2 (Comprehension, Grammar Pages- 13,14,16-Ex- A,C) 

• Film Review (Writing)- Workbook- Page no- 18 

• Read the two novels Little Women and Matilda. 

 

MATHS 

To represent the products of the following decimal numbers on a grid paper. 

i)0.3 X 0.7 

ii)0.6 X 0.6  

Use laboratory kit to do the above work. 

SCIENCE 

Physics- Collect the pictures of mode of heat transfer and write down the definition of each type. (Use 

chart paper to do the above work) 

Biology: Draw and compare digestive system of human being and a ruminant. (Use chart paper to do the 

above work) 
Science(CHEMISTRY) 

Q1. Recall and complete the concept map given below in A4 sheet paper. 

Wool 
                                     

 Silk 

Animals from 
which wool is 
obtained 

Steps involved in 
wool production 

Obtained from Different type of 
silk 

1. 1. 1. 1. 

2. 2. 2. 2. 

3. 3. 3. 3. 

4. 4. 4. 4. 

5. 5. 5. 5. 

6.    

 
Answer the following: 
Q1. In which season is shearing usually done? Why? 
Q2. Why does silk give out the smell of burning hair when burnt? 
Learn all questions and answers from chapter-3. 

 



 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES : 

History: Write a short note on Birth Right, Gender Discrimination, Hinterland, client and Garrison Town.  

(Hist -Notebook) 

Geography: Write a short description about the wetland ecosystem with the help of pictures and paste it 

(Project file) 

Civics: Design a Poster on Women struggle for equality.(Civics- Notebook) 

 

 

COMPUTER 

 Write the rules to convert a Decimal number into Binary number. 

2ND LANG-HINDI- अपने दादा-दादी अथवा नाना-नानी के साथ बिताए कुछ अबवस्मरणीय पल ों का वणणन बित्र 

सबित अपने शब् ों में करें।(Use your c.w copy) 

 

2ND LANG-BENGALIতুমি ক োন দরূপোল্লোর কেনন  নর ক োথোও ভ্রিনে যোচ্ছ, 

কেনন  নর যোওয়োর পনথ বোইনরর দৃশ্য কদনে কতোিোর ম রূপ অনুভূমত হল, 

তো জোমননয় বনু্ধন  পত্র কলে।  
 

 

 


